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DISSEMINATING BLESSINGS
Established in the year 1944, Dr Yogi’s 
clinic is one of the best sexology and 
infertility clinics for men across the 
world. With the experience of doctors 
working at the clinic and the vision of 
Late Vaid Harbhajan Singh Yogi, the 
clinic has successfully treated millions 
suffering from intimate sexual and 
infertility disorders.

Understanding that sexual and 
infertility disorders can be nightmares 
for married people, and can also cause 

mental illnesses or other diseases, Dr 
Yogi’s Clinic was established to help 
such people live a fulfilled life. India 
has always been a country where sexual 
disorders are not discussed in public life 
but Dr Yogi’s Clinic has succeeded in 
changing the perception of the patients 
who now very frankly discuss their 
intimate disorders with the doctors. 

THE JOURNEY OF RAISING 
HOPES
The clinic has had a journey of more 
than six decades through which they 
have not only proved that they are the 
best in their field but have also brought 
light in the lives of couples who had lost 
all hopes of parenthood and a happy 
married life. The clinic has gained a 
reputation worldwide with their painless, 
swift and affordable treatment methods, 
has created unparalleled trust in the 
minds of clients, and therefore has been 
reaping the reward of serving the patients 
for several generations. The doctors at 

the clinic do not merely focus on the 
treatment but also use detoxification, 
rejuvenation and proper diet while the 
treatment is in progress. 

The treatments are solely based upon 
ayurvedic methods so they are completely 
free of intoxicants, steroids or chemicals, 
and there is no question of side effects. 
The expert panel of doctors at the clinic 
brings out the best in the patients, and is 
dedicated to the service of patients. The 
clinic has created a worldwide medicine 
platform, and an online chat platform for 
patients who cannot physically reach the 
clinic; special doctors are dedicated to 
this cell.

Dr Yogi’s
Clinic
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•	 Dr	Beerinder	Singh	
Yogi	has	been	
awarded	with	Bharat	
Gaurav	Award.

•	 Dr	Yogi’s	clinics	in	
India	and	abroad	have	
treated	millions	of	
patients	around	the	
world.

QUANTUM LEAPS

VISION FOR A BETTER 
TOMORROW
With a vision to help people lead a 
healthy and happy life, Dr Yogi’s Clinic is 
constantly working to make the treatment 
even more effective by conducting 
several researches. Doctors at the clinic 
believe that it is important to have a ‘sex 
positive’ attitude where sexual problems 
are not a matter of embarrassment, and 
the clinic strictly makes sure that records 

of patients are end-to-end encrypted. 
Even after the patient is cured the clinic 
maintains a record which allows them 
to help the patient lead a healthy, happy 
and sexually sound life throughout. 

Dr Yogi’s Clinic has not only perfected 
the art of treating its patients in the 
best possible manner, but has also been 
playing its part in the social uplifting of 
people, for which the clinic regularly runs 
its education programmes on television, 
radio and social media. Doctors at the 
clinic have also been constantly working 
towards eradicating the myths related to 
sexual problems by spreading awareness 
through social camps.

The clinic is an overall example 
of service to the society. The noble 
working pattern of the clinic is backed 
by the morals and legacy of people 
who established Dr Yogi’s not only as 
a medical clinic but also as a socially 
responsible venture.


